
morbidity, and complex disease. 48/272 (18%) patients declined to
switch. 224 therefore switched to Truxima of which 199 had RA. Data
was available on 112 patients treated with Truxima but for 8, there was
no previous cycle Mabthera response data (80% F; 100% CCPþ; and
60% were on MTX. 80% had received prior non-RTX biologic therapy
and a median of 5 previous cycle of Mabthera (IQR 3, 8). 64/85 (75%)
of those who demonstrated a CR with complete B cell depletion to
Mabthera sustained this response with Truxima. 10 patients lost their
CR despite complete B cell depletion. 9 lost complete B cell depletion
but did CR. 2 patients neither clinically responded nor completely
depleted their B cells. 1 patient documented palpitations during the
infusion. 65% patients strongly agreed they had a good experience
when switching to a biosimilar.
Conclusion: Switch to Truxima in RA informed by clinical selection
was in the majority, associated with sustained clinical response with
14% losing optimal disease control. On-going audit will enable
additional insights and further inform our practice.

191 TABLE 1: Response Groups to last cycle RTX-O and RTX-B

Response Groups RTX-O
(n¼ 104) (%)

RTX-B
(n¼112) (%)

Clinical response with B cell response 85 (82) 77 (69)
Clinical response with

incomplete B cell depletion
12 (12) 15 (13)

No clinical response with B cell depletion 5 (5) 16 (5)
No clinical response with

incomplete B cell depletion
2 (2) 4 (4)
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192 INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS MAKE UP A LARGER
PROPORTION OF THE RHEUMATOLOGIST CASE LOAD
COMPARED WITH 15 YEARS AGO: A DISTRICT GENERAL
HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE

Andrew Allard1, Klara Morsley1, Nadia Ahmad1, Khin Yein1,
Azeem Ahmed1, Sara Carty1, Elizabeth Price1, Rosemary Waller1 and
David Collins1,
1Rheumatology, Great Western Hospital, Swindon, UNITED
KINGDOM

Background: Many rheumatology departments are facing the chal-
lenge of achieving new-patient referral time targets and growing follow
up pending lists, whilst trying to provide excellent patient care
including treat-to-target and early inflammatory arthritis initiatives.
Targeted approaches have placed an emphasis on speed of referral
and getting the patient seen in the most appropriate setting first time.
Resources are stretched and integrated musculoskeletal triage
services are increasingly being used to ensure patients are seen in
the most appropriate setting with a preference for non-inflammatory
pathology to be managed outside of secondary care. We reviewed
data spanning 15 years to assess referrals to our department with the
intention of documenting changes in referral patterns including:
source, quality, reason, waiting time to first appointment, final
diagnosis and basic patient demographics.
Methods: The first 100 new patients seen were reviewed in 2003,
2008, 2013 and 2018. The patient notes were analysed to establish the
source of the referral, diagnosis offered by the referrer and final
diagnosis made by the rheumatologist. Data was also collected on
age, weight and gender as well as waiting time to first appointment.
Patients with incomplete data sets were excluded.
Results: Of a possible 400 patient encounters reviewed 37 were
excluded due to incomplete data. Median age and weight of patient

did not vary greatly, however, a trend towards female gender was
observed with 63.5% in 2003 rising to 74.7% in 2018. The number of
patients diagnosed in rheumatology with an inflammatory condition
increased from 23.9% in 2003 to 32.9% in 2018 with a corresponding
fall in non-inflammatory diagnoses from 64.6% to 45.9%. Referrals
from locum and temporary GP’s rose from 6% to 17% over the time
period with a corresponding fall in referrals from principal, partner and
salaried GPs. There was no significant change in referrals made by
non-clinical practitioners or from secondary care. There was a 24%
increase in new general rheumatology referrals over the same time
period.
Conclusion: The increase in patients referred with inflammatory
disease combined with an increase in total patients seen may reflect
the drive to earlier assessment and referral from primary care. The
effect in secondary care, however, will result in increased follow up
requirements and increased costs that need to be considered for
future service planning. It might be assumed that an increasing number
of referrals from locum/temporary practitioners would lead to
increased numbers of patients with non-inflammatory pathology
being referred; however, this is not our experience. Referrals of non-
inflammatory pathologies are falling as a proportion of total case load.
This is unlikely to represent a shift in referrer practice and more likely to
have been influenced by local changes in triage services.
Disclosures: A. Allard: None. K. Morsley: None. N. Ahmad: None. K.
Yein: None. A. Ahmed: None. S. Carty: None. E. Price: None. R.
Waller: None. D. Collins: None.
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first visit. Data were analysed using Microsoft Excel.
Results: Of 19,832 clinic episodes, 3,622 were new patient (NP)
referrals. Clinicians made a definite or probable RMD diagnosis at
3,270 (90.3%) of first appointments. The case mix included soft tissue
disorders (36%), inflammatory arthritis (20%), mechanical/degenera-
tive conditions (20%), vasculitis (7%), osteoporosis and other bone
disorders (5%), connective tissue diseases (5%), crystal disorders
(4%) and spondyloarthritis (SpA) (3%). In 352 (9.7%) first consultations
a definite or probable diagnosis was not made. Analysis reveals 4
distinct groups among these referrals: the majority (228/352,64.7%)
had nonspecific MSK symptoms. In 64/352 (18%), investigations in
primary care had identified a laboratory abnormality - positive ANA,
RF, or HLA B27, or raised acute phase reactants or CK in the absence
of relevant symptoms. In 37/352 (10.5%) the presence of non-
musculoskeletal disorders such as uveitis, interstitial lung disease,
digital ischemia and neuropathies had led to referral. In the remaining
small minority (23/352, 6.5%) the patients had medically unexplained
symptoms without an MSK focus. One-year follow-up of this subset
revealed that in 265/352 (75.2%) the rheumatologist was confident to
reassure and discharge patients. In the 25%, 87/352 who were offered
follow up a definite RMD was seen in 22/87(25%); 9 of the 22 belonged
to the positive laboratory abnormality subset.
Conclusion: The majority (90.3%) of NP referrals were appropriate.
Soft tissue disorders and mechanical RMDs constitute the majority,
(56%). Of the 352 patients in whom no RMD diagnosis was made at
initial consultation, only 22 (6.2%) progressed to an identifiable RMD at
1 year. Education addressing non-specific MSK symptoms and
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